Signals with sparse frame representations comprise a much more realistic model of nature than that with orthonomal bases. Studies about the signal recovery associated with such sparsity models have been one of major focuses in compressed sensing. In such settings, one important and widely used signal recovery approach is known as This new performance analysis departs from the usual description of the combo ΦD, and places the description on Φ. Examples are demonstrated to show that when the usual analysis fails to explain the working performance of the synthesis approach, the newly established results do.
Introduction
Compressed sensing is a new data acquisition theory which allows that sparse or compressible signals of interest can be recovered from a small number of linear, non-adaptive, and usually randomized measurements [8, 9, 13] . By now, compressed sensing has attacked abundant applications in signal and image processing, see e.g., the two special issues [1] , [2] and references therein. Formally, one considers the following measurement model:
where Φ is an m × n sensing matrix with m ≪ n (indicating some significant undersampling) and z ∈ R m is a noise term modeling measurement error. The goal is to reconstruct the unknown signal f ∈ R n based on available measurements y ∈ R m .
In standard compressed sensing scenarios, it is usually assumed that the signal f has a sparse (or nearly sparse) representation in an orthonormal basis. However, a large number of applications in signal and image processing point to problems where f is sparse with respect to an overcomplete dictionary or a frame rather than an orthonormal basis, see, e.g., [24] , [11] , [4] , and references therein. Examples include, e.g., signal modeling in array signal processing (oversampled array steering matrix), reflected radar and sonar signals (Gabor frames), and images with curves (curvelets), etc. The flexibility of frames is the key characteristic that empowers frames to become a natural and concise signal representation tool. Therefore, it is highly desirable to extend the compressed sensing methodology to redundant dictionaries as apposed to orthnormal bases only, see, e.g., [25] , [10] , [22] . In such sparse frame representation setting, the signal f is now expressed as f = Dx where D ∈ R n×d (n < d) is a matrix of frame 1 vectors (as columns) that are often rather coherent 1 A set of vectors {d k } k∈I in R n is a frame of R n if there exist constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that
where numbers A and B are called lower and upper frame bounds, respectively. More details about frames can be found in e.g., [12] , [18] .
2 in applications, and x ∈ R d is a sparse coefficient vector. The linear measurements of f then can be written as
Since x is assumed sparse, the standard way of recovering f from (2) is known as ℓ 1 -synthesis (or synthesis-based method) [11] , [16] , [10] . From the measurements, one first finds the sparsest possible coefficient x by solving an ℓ 1 minimization problem
where x p (p = 1, 2) denotes the standard ℓ p -norm of the vector x and ǫ is an upper bound of the noise 2 . Then the solution to f is derived via a synthesis operation, i.e.,f = Dx.
Although empirical studies show that ℓ 1 -synthesis often achieves good recovery results, the theoretical performance of this method is far from satisfactory. The analytical results in [25] essentially require that the frame D has columns that are extremely uncorrelated such that the compound matrix ΦD satisfies the requirements imposed by the traditional compressed sensing assumptions.
However, these requirements are often infeasible when D is highly coherent. For example, consider a simple case in which Φ ∈ R m×n is a Gaussian matrix with i.
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and I m is an identity matrix of the size m. It is now well known that with very high probability Φ satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) [6] provided that m is on the order of s log(n/s) [3] , [8] . Let us now examine ΦD. It is not hard to show that
, where (·) * denotes the transpose operation. If D is unitary, then ΦD has the same distribution as Φ, and hence satisfies the RIP. However, if D is a coherent frame, then ΦD may no longer obey the common RIP since the entries of ΦD are correlated. Meantime, the mutual incoherence property (MIP) [14] may not apply either, as it is very hard for ΦD to satisfy the MIP as well when D is highly correlated.
The perspective of the results in [25] is that some sufficient conditions are put on the compound matrix ΦD such that x can be recovered accurately, which leads to a good estimate of f . However, if one is only interested in reconstructing the signal f and may not care about obtaining a good recovery of x. As pointed out in [10] , when the dictionary D has two identical columns, it seems impossible to recover a unique sparse coefficient vector x from the measurements, but we may certainly be able to reconstruct the signal f accurately. In other words, a good recovery of x may be unnecessary to guarantee an accurate reconstruction of f .
We observe in abundant examples that the ℓ 1 -synthesis method is also capable of producing fine approximation of f without recovering accurate coefficient vector x. Known analysis results such as [25] would then not be able to explain these fine results by the synthesis approach.
In this article, we present a new performance analysis for the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach (3) in which the dictionary D may be highly -and even perfectly -correlated. To the best knowledge of the authors, our new results are more effective than what are known and available. Our results do not depend on a good recovery of the coefficients. The basic idea is to establish the equivalence between the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach and the optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approach recently proposed in [22] .
Then the recovery error bound for the latter will naturally lead to that for the former.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the family of analysis-based approaches which includes the standard ℓ 1 -analysis, the general-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis, and the optimal-dualbased ℓ 1 -analysis. In Section 3, the equivalence between the ℓ 1 -synthesis and the optimal-dual-based 
Dual Frames
Alongside the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach, there is a counterpart that takes an analysis point of view, see e.g., [15] , [16] , [10] . This alternative finds an estimate of f directly by solving the problem It is well known by now [16] that when D is a square and invertible dictionary, the ℓ 1 -analysis and ℓ 1 -synthesis approaches are equivalent. However, when D is an overcomplete frame, the gap between them exists.
A remarkable performance study of the ℓ 1 -analysis approach (4) in the case of Parseval frames (D = D) was given in [10] . It was shown that, under suitable conditions on the sensing matrix Φ, the solution to (4) is very accurate provided that D * f has rapidly decreasing coefficients. In other words, when the frame coefficient vector D * f is reasonably sparse, ℓ 1 -analysis can be the right method to use.
However, that f is sparse in terms of D does not imply D * f is necessarily sparse. In fact, as the canonical dual frame expansion in the case of Parseval frames, D * f = D * Dx has the minimum ℓ 2 -norm by the frame property, see, e.g., [12] and is usually fully populated which is also pointed out in [25] . In other words, the canonical dual frame of D may be ineffective in sparsifying f since ℓ 2 -norm tends to spread the coefficients into a large number of small coefficients.
To overcome this difficulty, the standard ℓ 1 -analysis approach (4) has recently been extended to a more general case in which the analysis operator can be any dual frame 3 of D [22] . This leads to
the following general-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approacĥ
where columns ofD form a general (and any) dual frame of D. The performance analysis of the general-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approach was also given in [22] . In order to introduce the results, we require the concept of D-RIP [10] : An m × n sensing matrix Φ is said to satisfy the restricted isometry property adapted to D (abbreviated D-RIP) with constant δ s ∈ (0, 1) if
holds for all v ∈ Σ s , where Σ s is the union of all subspaces spanned by all subsets of s columns of
The validity of the D-RIP was discussed in e.g., [10] , [20] . It was shown in [10] that any m × n matrix Φ obeying for any fixed ν ∈ R n Pr Φν
(γ, c are positive constants) will satisfy the D-RIP with overwhelming probability provided that m is on the order of s log(d/s). Many types of random matrices satisfy (7), some examples include matrices with Gaussian, subgaussian, or Bernoulli entries. It has also been shown in [20] that randomizing the column signs of any matrix that satisfies the standard RIP results in a matrix which satisfies the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [19] . Such a matrix would then satisfy the D-RIP via (7). Consequently, partial Fourier matrix (or partial circulant matrix) with randomized column signs will satisfy the D-RIP since these matrices are known to satisfy the RIP.
With these preliminaries, we now restate the results in [22] as follows.
Theorem 1.
[22] Let D be a general frame of R n with frame bounds 0 < A ≤ B < ∞. LetD be an alternative dual frame of D with frame bounds 0 <Ã ≤B < ∞, and let ρ = s/b. Suppose
holds for some positive integers a and b satisfying 0 < b− a ≤ 3a. Then the solutionf to (5) satisfies
where C 0 and C 1 are some constants and (D * f ) s denotes the vector consisting the largest s entries ofD * f in magnitude (and setting the other to zero).
Theorem 1 shows that if Φ satisfies some proper conditions, e.g., (8) , then the solution to (5) is a Parseval frame andD is its canonical dual frame, i.e., BB = 1, then (8) is satisfied whenever δ 2s < 0.1398 [22] .
With the error bound (9), we can easily see the potential superiority of using alternative dual frames as analysis operators. For clarity, we consider a simple case in which the noise is free, i.e., ǫ = 0. Then the error bound (9) reduces to
Clearly, the quality of the bound (10) is measured in terms of how effectivẽ D * f is in spasifying the signal f with respect to the dictionary D. To explain, suppose that f has a sparse representation in D, i.e., f = Dx, where x is a sparse coefficient vector. As discussed before, the canonical dual frame expansion of f has the minimum ℓ 2 -norm, i.e., D * f 2 = miñ x:Dx=f x 2 , and is ineffective in promoting sparsity in general. On the other hand, when the analysis operator can be any dual frame of D, it is not hard to imagine that there should be some dual frame of D, denoted byD S , such thatD * S f = x. This is due to the fact that all coefficients of a frame expansion of f in D should correspond to some dual frame of D, which really is the spirit of frame expansions.
Generally,D S is much more effective in sparsifying the signal f than the canonical dual frame does.
Therefore, one may expect a better recovery performance by taking some "proper" alternative dual frame as the analysis operator.
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The important question then is how to choose some appropriate dual frame such that the corresponding analysis coefficients are as sparse as possible. Since the true f is never known before hand in practice, it seems to impossible to explicitly construct some proper dual frameD such thatD * f is sparse without additional priori knowledge about the signal f . One approach proposed in [22] is by the method of optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis:
where the optimization is performed simultaneously over both all dual framesD of D and the feasible signal set. This seemingly complicated optimization problem can be reformulated into a simplified form. Note that the class of all dual frames for D is given by [21] 
where
D denotes the orthogonal projection onto the null space of D and W ∈ R d×n is an arbitrary matrix. Plug (12) into (11), we obtain
where we have used the fact that whenf = 0, g ≡ Wf can be any vector in R d due to the fact that W is free. Note that if Pg ≡ 0, then (13) reduces to the standard ℓ 1 -analysis approach (4).
In [22] , an iterative algorithm based on the split Bregman iteration [17] was developed to solve the optimization problem (13) efficiently.
Clearly, the solution to (11) definitely corresponds to that of (5) with some "optimal" dual frame, sayD o as the analysis operator. The optimality here is in the sense that D * of 1 achieves the smallest D * f 1 in value among all dual framesD of D and feasible signalsf satisfied the constraint in (11) . Oncef andĝ are obtained (through solving (13)), it follows from (12) that the analysis
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Evidently, the optimal dual frameD o depends on the solutions of (13) . By utilizing the fact that vec(ABC) = (C * ⊗ A)vec(B), the above equation (15) is equivalent to 
where A † denotes the pseudo-inverse of A and w ∈ R nd×1 is an arbitrary vector. In deriving (17),
we have used the two facts that (A ⊗ B) † = A † ⊗ B † and (A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) = AC ⊗ BD, see e.g., [23] . Let w = 0, then (17) reduces to the least square solution of
If we choose W o = W ls o , then (14) becomes
It is this form (19) which will be used to construct the optimal dual frame in the numerical experiments. While for the optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approach (11), the optimization is not only over the sparse representation in a redundant frame, one may expect that the optimal dual frame may be much effective in sparsfying the true signal than the canonical dual frame does. Then a better recovery performance may be achieved by the optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approach. Indeed, we have seen that the signal recovery via (11) is much more effective than that of the standard ℓ 1 -analysis approach (4) which uses the canonical dual frame as the analysis operator. Moreover, the optimal-dual-based analysis method provides a new and more effective performance analysis to the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach.
Performance Analysis of ℓ 1 -Synthesis
In this section, we present a new performance analysis of the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach. We begin by
showing that the ℓ 1 -synthesis and the optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approaches are equivalent.
Theorem 2. ℓ 1 -synthesis and optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis are equivalent.
Proof. We start with the optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approach as posed in (13) . Letx =D * f + Pg, then we have Dx =f . Since bothf and g are free, thenx ∈ R d . Put the two facts into (13), we obtain the ℓ 1 -synthesis method (3). On the other hand, we start from the ℓ 1 -synthesis formulation.
For anyx ∈ R d , the following decomposition always holds
wherex R andx N are the components ofx belonging to the row space and the null space of D,
respectively. Definef = Dx ∈ R n and g =x ∈ R d , we can arrive at the optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis approach and the two methods are equivalent.
Remark 1: By taking a geometrical description, it was shown in [16] that any ℓ 1 -analysis problem (with full-rank analysis operator) may be reformulated as an equivalent ℓ 1 -synthesis one. Our results indicate that the reverse is also true. For a given ℓ 1 -synthesis problem, there exist some appropriate analysis operators (e.g., optimal dual frames of D) such that the corresponding ℓ 1 -analysis problem is equivalent to the ℓ 1 -synthesis one.
With this equivalence, we now establish the error bound of the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach. SinceD o is some alternative dual frame of D, i.e., DD * o = I, a direct application of Theorem 1 leads to the following results.
Theorem 3. Let D be a general frame of R n with frame bounds 0 < A ≤ B < ∞. LetD o be some optimal dual frame of D defined in (14) with frame bounds 0 <Ã o ≤B o < ∞, and let ρ = s/b.
holds for some positive integers a and b satisfying 0 < b − a ≤ 3a. Then the solutionf to (3) (or to
where C 0 and C 1 are some constants and (D * o f ) s denotes the vector consisting the largest s entries
Theorem 3 shows that, under suitable conditions on the sensing matrix, the recovered signal f by ℓ 1 -synthesis is very accurate provided thatD * o f has rapidly decreasing coefficients. By the optimality ofD o , one may expect thatD o will promote high sparsity in the frame expansion of the signal f . Indeed, as we shall see in the numerical experiments,D o is much more effective in sparsifying f than the canonical dual frame does. Consequently, in comparison to the standard ℓ 1 -analysis approach, a better signal recovery is often achieved by ℓ 1 -synthesis.
More importantly, this new performance analysis result is capable of explaining examples of successful solutions and fine approximations by the ℓ 1 -synthesis approach while the recovered coefficient vector x is no where near its true value. Known performance analysis results would not have such capacity.
Numerical Results
In this section, we present some numerical experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the performance analysis results for ℓ 1 -synthesis. In these experiments, we use two types of frames:
Gabor frames and a concatenation of the coordinate and Fourier bases. The sensing matrix Φ is a Gaussian matrix with m = 32, n = 128. Since the dependence on the noise in the error bound (21) is optimal and for the purpose of clarity, we only consider the noise-free case. Both ℓ 1 -analysis and ℓ 1 -synthesis problems are solved by the algorithm developed in [22] because the returned auxiliary variable (Pg) by this algorithm can be used to construct the optimal dual frameD o (19) . For completeness of this paper, this algorithm is included in Appendix A. We set λ = µ = 1, tol = 10 −12 , nInner = 5, and nOuter = 100 in this algorithm for all experiments.
Example 1: Gabor Frames. Recall that for a window function g and positive time-frequency shift parameters α and β, the Gabor frame is given by
For many practical applications such as radar and sonar, the received signal f often has the form
Evidently, f is sparse with respect to a Gabor frame. In this experiment, we construct a Gabor dictionary with Gaussian windows, oversampled by a factor of 30 so that d = 30 × n = 3840. The tested signal f is sparse with respect to the constructed Gabor frame with sparsity s = ceil(0.2×m) = 7. The positions of the nonzero entries of the coefficient vector x are selected uniformly at random, and each nonzero value is sampled from standard Gaussian distribution. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel performance analysis for ℓ 1 -synthesis in which the dictionary may be highly coherent. Our approach was to show the equivalence between ℓ 1 -synthesis and optimaldual-based ℓ 1 -analysis. With this equivalence, the signal recovery error bound for both could be established by using the results in [22] . Finally, the results obtained in this paper were validated via numerical experiments.
A Split Bregman Iteration for optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis
This appendix includes the split Bregman iteration for optimal-dual-based ℓ 1 -analysis in which
• f : the recovered signal;
• x: the recovered coefficient vector;
• Pg: the auxiliary variable used to construct the optimal dual frame of D;
• shrink(·): denotes the element-wise soft shrinkage operation; 
